Responsibility of PPAT for Differences in Transaction Value with Written Price
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Abstract. This study aims to analyze the factors/reasons, legal consequences and PPAT's responsibility for the difference between the transaction value and the price written on the sale and purchase agreement. This research is included in sociological juridical research with descriptive analysis research specifications. Sources of data used are primary data and secondary data. The data collection was carried out by field research and library research, then after the data was analyzed, conclusions were drawn using qualitative methods. Based on the results of the study, it was found that there was a difference in the transaction value in the sale and purchase deed with the price written on the sale and purchase binding deed, namely the parties avoided high taxes. The legal consequences of PPAT related to the difference in transaction value are that the deed is null and void, the deed is degraded to a private deed and can be dishonorably dismissed from its position. PPAT responsibilities related to deeds include administrative responsibility, civil liability, and criminal responsibility.
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1. Introduction

The transfer of land rights is a process of changing the former land rights holders to the current land rights holders. The transfer of land rights has two types of transfer of land rights, namely transfer and transfer. Switch shows the changing of land rights without any legal action being carried out by the owner.

Through Government Regulation Number 24 of 1997 concerning Land Registration Article 37 paragraph (1) which states that the transfer of land rights and ownership rights to apartment units through buying and selling, exchanging, grants, company data entry and other legal acts of transfer of rights, except Transfer of rights through auction can only be registered if it is proven by a deed made by the authorized PPAT according to the provisions of the applicable laws and regulations.

In the event that a sale and purchase whose object is an immovable object (fixed object), cannot be completed after the parties have paid and submitted the object only, the parties will make a deed of binding sale and purchase to a notary as a form of realization of the transfer of rights between them legally, which aims to protect their respective rights from all risks of ownership of the object of sale and purchase in the future.

As it is known that a person who owns property basically gives the owner the authority over power in addition to the obligation to take action or deed on the object that belongs to him. The aspect of land legality is very important for proof of ownership of land to provide certainty to the parties that there is a legal owner of the land.¹

Land registration is carried out to ensure legal certainty of land rights as mandated in Article 19 of Act No. 5 of 1960 concerning Agrarian Principles that the government is obliged to carry out land registration throughout Indonesia and requires land rights holders to register.²

The Land Deed Official Deed is one of the main sources in the context of maintaining land registration data, so the main tasks of the Land Deed Maker Official (PPAT) and how to implement it are also regulated in the Government

---

Regulation. The Land Deed Maker Official (PPAT) is required to submit the land deed he made along with the relevant documents to the Land Office for registration purposes.³

A PPAT in making a deed of sale and purchase must ensure that all the conditions in the buying and selling process as well as the requirements for making the deed have been met so as not to trigger a dispute or conflict between the parties who feel aggrieved by the existence of the deed.

In accordance with the conditions for the validity of an agreement according to the formulation of Article 1320 of the Civil Code, if one or more of the conditions for the validity of the contract are not fulfilled, it can bring juridical consequences, namely null and void (nietig, null and void) and can be canceled (vernietigbaar, voidable)⁴

Before making the Sale and Purchase Deed, if the requirements have not been met, then the parties can bind themselves by binding the sale and purchase at a notary. In the deed of binding sale and purchase, it is specifically described, namely the agreement of the parties, obligations, objects sold and the sale and purchase price that has been agreed upon by both parties, namely the seller and the buyer.

In the process of buying and selling land, the seller and buyer of course will be subject to tax. The parties/clients put an untrue transaction price in the Deed of Sale and Purchase (AJB) made by the Land Deed Making Official (PPAT) so that they can pay taxes, both the payment of Land Rights Acquisition Duty (BPHTB) and Income Tax (PPh) with a tax value the lowest possible. This seems to manipulate the transaction price listed in the deed of sale and purchase, even though the reported price will be used as the basis for calculating PPh and BPHTB.

The author wants to analyze more deeply the factors that cause differences in the transaction value in the Sale and Purchase Deed with the transaction price in the Sale and Purchase Binding Deed, PPAT’s responsibilities and legal consequences related to the difference in the transaction value in the Sale

---


and Purchase Deed with the transaction price in the Sale and Purchase Binding Deed.

3. Research Methods

To examine the problems above, the type of research used in writing this thesis is sociological juridical research. Data collection was carried out by field research and library research, then after the data was analyzed, conclusions were drawn using qualitative methods.

3. Result and Discussion

Factors that cause differences in the transaction value in the Sale and Purchase Deed (AJB) with the price written on the Sale and Purchase Binding Deed (PJB)

3.1 Position Case

In this case, the author makes observations on the PPAT "X" notary, where the clients (sellers and buyers) ask PPAT "X" to include the sale and purchase transaction value lower than the price written on the sale and purchase binding deed. The notary who makes the deed of binding sale and purchase and the PPAT who makes the deed of sale and purchase are the same person, namely the notary PPAT "X".

In the deed of sale and purchase it is written "This sale and purchase is carried out at a price of IDR 3,000,000,000, - (Three billion rupiahs)", while in the deed of binding sale and purchase agreement it is written in Article 2 that the sale and purchase will be carried out and accepted by the parties with the price of IDR 6,225,000,000, - (six billion two hundred and twenty five million rupiah).

This states that there is a difference between the transaction value in the deed of sale and the price written on the deed of sale and purchase engagement. A PPAT Notary who makes a sale and purchase deed with a transaction value that is not the same as the price written on the Sale and Purchase Binding Deed is a violation and has legal consequences.
3.2 Legal Certainty Theory

Certainty is a word that comes from certain, which means of course, it is fixed, it can't be no, something that is certain. A German legal philosopher named Gustav Radbruch teaches that there are three basic legal ideas, which most legal theorists and legal philosophers identify as three legal goals, including justice, expediency and legal certainty.\(^5\)

The price of the sale and purchase transaction is the certainty of value in tax calculations. In relation to article 1320 of the Civil Code, the transaction price is included in the legal terms of the agreement point of a certain matter and the causes that are lawful or not prohibited. Certainty provides clarity in carrying out legal actions when implementing an agreement. Article 1335 of the Civil Code explains that an agreement without a cause, or has been made for a false or forbidden cause, has no legal force.

The value of legal certainty provides clarity in carrying out legal actions during the implementation of a sale and purchase agreement and clear sanctions so that the agreement must be carried out in accordance with applicable law and does not conflict with laws and regulations, morality and public order, both for PPAT notaries who are authorized to make authentic deeds, sellers and buyers.

3.3 Research result

The factor/reason for the difference in the transaction value on the sale and purchase deed with the price written on the sale and purchase binding deed is that the parties (seller and buyer) avoid high taxes so that the parties want to include a lower transaction value than the actual price. This is also an obstacle in the implementation of the BPHTB tax in relation to buying and selling.\(^6\)

According to the author's observations, the overall factor is avoiding high taxes, there are several other factors that cause differences in the

---


\(^6\) Interview with Ms. Ferra, BPHTB verification division, Semarang City Bapenda, July 15, 2021 at 11:30 WIB.
transaction value in the sale and purchase deed with the price written on the sale and purchase binding deed, namely:

1. Proximity between Notary/PPAT and client

A Notary/PPAT with clients who know each other well, where they believe they will protect each other and will not reveal the secrets that exist between them. This creates confidence among them that the actions that have been carried out are safe and there will be no problems in the future.

2. Client request

The parties/clients include the actual transaction price in the sale and purchase binding deed (PJB). However, in the sale and purchase deed (AJB), the parties ask PPAT to include a transaction value that is not the same as the price written on the sale and purchase binding deed.

In the implementation of the registration of the transfer of land rights must meet one of the conditions, namely the payment of taxes. In paying the BPHTB tax, if there is suspicion about the value of the sale and purchase transaction, Bapenda will check the location of the object of the sale and purchase. Bapenda asks for proof of payment and if it can't prove it then it is subject to tax underpayment, in which the tax is adjusted to the transaction price that has been set by Bapenda after checking the location. In accordance with Article 12 paragraph (2) letter b of the Regional Regulation of Semarang City Number 2 of 2011 explains the SKPDKBT if new data is found and/or previously undisclosed data causes an increase in the amount of tax payable.

3. Unhealthy competition between fellow Notaries/PPAT

The increasing number of notaries/PPATs will trigger competition among fellow notaries/PPATs. According to research, PPAT follows the will of the parties in the inclusion of the transaction value in the deed of sale and purchase it makes. This is done to get a good relationship with the relation or friend, because if the PPAT concerned does not want to fulfill the wishes of the parties, the client can switch to another PPAT.

7 Ibid.
The legal consequences and liability of PPAT related to the difference in the value of the transaction in the Sale and Purchase Deed (AJB) with the price written on the Sale and Purchase Binding Deed (PJB)

3.4 Use of Causality Theory (Adequate)

The teaching of causality aims to determine the relationship between cause and effect. An event that occurs is always preceded by a series of actions (deeds) that end with the realization of the event, as well as criminal events (criminal acts). Which action from a series of actions is the cause of the realization of a crime, is the focus of the teaching of causality. Causality theory can be divided into 4 things, namely individualized causality, generalized causality, subjective adequate causality, and objective causality.

According to E. Utrech, proposed by J. Von Kries, the subjective adequate theory explains that the cause is an act whose consequences can be known/predicted by the perpetrator. Adam Chazawi explained that inner attitude is in the form of knowledge (awareness) that the action to be carried out is adequate to cause consequences and this feasibility must be based on human experience in general.

Related to the research, that a notary/PPAT who has the authority to make an authentic deed but does not meet the legal requirements of the agreement and violates the applicable regulations is aware that the actions taken will have legal consequences. PPAT includes participating in entering false information on authentic deeds (Article 266 of the Criminal Code). It is proven that he intentionally (with full awareness) took legal action which he knew was an unlawful act.

3.5 Research result

a. The legal consequences related to the difference in the transaction value in the sale and purchase deed with the price written on the sale and purchase binding deed.

---

According to the researcher, the value of the sale and purchase transaction is included in the legal terms of the 3 (three) and 4 (four) points of the agreement, namely a certain thing and the causes that are lawful or not prohibited. Based on Article 1335 of the Civil Code explains that an agreement without a cause, or one that has been made for a false or forbidden cause, has no power. Article 1337 of the Civil Code only states that a reason is prohibited, if it is prohibited by law, or if it is against good decency or public order.

One of the legal conditions of the agreement is not fulfilled, causing the agreement to be invalid. The legal consequences of the PPAT deed that do not meet the legal requirements of a lawful causal agreement (objective requirements) namely null and void means that from the start the agreement has been canceled, or is considered to have never existed. The agreement is null and void, from the beginning there has never been an agreement and there has never been an engagement.

Article 1869 of the Civil Code explains that a deed which because of the inability or incompetence of the employee referred to above or because of a defect in its form, cannot be treated as an authentic deed but nevertheless has the power as an underhand deed. This means that a deed does not have the strength of authentic evidence and only has the strength of evidence under the hand if:

Parties who experience losses can claim compensation and costs from PPAT by proving it in court, because the making of an authentic deed must contain three elements, namely external, formal and material or one of these elements is incorrect and can lead to a criminal or civil case.

b. PPAT’s responsibility regarding the difference in the transaction value at AJB with the price written on the PJB Deed

1) Administrative responsibilities

The author is of the opinion that PPAT has violated Article 62 of Government Regulation Number 24 of 1997 concerning land registration and has violated the PPAT code of ethics in the form of violating the provisions of the law related to PPAT’s main duties in accordance with Article (4) letter r of the IPPAT code of ethics dated 27 April 2017 and members who violate the code ethics may be subject to sanctions in the form of: (Article 6 of the PPAT Code of Ethics)
2) Civil liability

The determination that the deed is degraded into an underhand deed or declared null and void and/or null and void by law, and becomes an offense against the law that causes losses, must be based on the existence of a court decision that has permanent legal force. The party who accuses or judges that the PPAT deed is correct because there has been a deviation from the material or formal requirements of the procedure for making the PPAT deed, then the party must prove the accusation or self-assessment through a civil lawsuit legal process.

3) Criminal liability

Violation of Article 266 paragraph (1) of the Criminal Code can only be suspected of PPAT when it finds out that the information requested by the parties to be included in the deed is not true but PPAT is still willing to make the deed, then PPAT in this case can be charged with committing a crime Article 266 paragraph (1) KUHP Jo. Article 56 paragraph (1) of the Criminal Code, with the maximum penalty that can be imposed for an act of assisting a crime Article 266 paragraph (1) of the Criminal Code.

4. Closing

There are various factors/reasons that cause the making of the deed of sale and purchase by the PPAT not in accordance with the procedure for making the deed of the PPAT, one of which is the difference in the value of the transaction in the deed of sale and purchase with the price written on the deed of binding sale and purchase. Factors/reasons for the difference in transaction value between AJB and PJB are the closeness between the notary/PPAT and the client, client
requests, unhealthy competition between fellow notaries/PPAT. And the legal consequences of PPAT related to the difference in the value of the transaction in the deed of sale and purchase with the price written on the deed of binding sale and purchase are that they can be dishonorably dismissed from their position for providing incorrect information in the deed, the deed has been degraded into an underhand deed, the agreement has been canceled or deemed to be there never was. Responsibilities of notaries and PPATs as public officials include PPAT's professional responsibilities related to deeds including administrative responsibilities, civil responsibilities, and criminal responsibilities.
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